
Turtle with mosaic
Instructions No. 2703
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 6 Hours

With the mosaic technique you can create real works of art on different surfaces. This turtle flower pot made of papier-
mâché was also decorated with mosaic tiles. Learn how to create the flower pot in this tutorial.

Designing a flower pot with mosaic

First, design the lower part of the turtle with Décopatch paper. To do this, tear the fine paper into small pieces and attach them with patch glue. 

When dry, seal the area with patch varnish. 

Use a Posca marker to paint on the turtle's eyes. 

Now design the mosaic. Choose the colours you want from the mosaic and chop the stones with mosaic tongs if necessary. Important: Wear protective
goggles to avoid injuries. 

Glue the individual stones onto the turtle's shell with craft glue. After everything has dried, mix the mosaic joint compound with a little water and a few drops of
colour concentrate to form a creamy mass. Spread the mass over the mosaic with a brush. 

Remove the excess grout with a damp sponge. 

After drying, apply the grout finish. This seals the finished mosaic and prevents dust or dirt from contaminating the surface.

Article number Article name Qty
11755 Flowerpot "Turtle", paper mache, waterproof 1
465786 VBS Broken mosaic 1
776769 Décopatch paper "Facets-lime Green" 1
745789-10 VBS Patch adhesive100 ml 1
745796-10 VBS Patch varnish100 ml 1
465755-01 VBS Mosaic-Joint FillerWhite 1

Article information:



756556-06 VBS Colour Concentrate, 25 mlGreen 1
550505-10 VBS Bristle brushes "NATURE"Size 10 1
130370 Mosaic tongs 1
810401 Mixing cup made of rubber 1
111065 VBS Handicraft glue85 g 1
118040 Mosaic joint finish, 100ml 1
567732-07 POSCA Marker PC-3MBlack 1
330350 VBS Painting sponges, 3 pieces 1
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